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Background: Recent advances in research on thyroid carcinogenesis have yielded applications of diagnostic
molecular biomarkers and profiling panels in the management of thyroid nodules. The specific utility of these
novel, clinically available molecular tests is becoming widely appreciated, especially in perioperative decision
making by the surgeon regarding the need for surgery and the extent of initial resection.
Methods: A task force was convened by the Surgical Affairs Committee of the American Thyroid Association
and was charged with writing this article.
Results/Conclusions: This review covers the clinical scenarios by cytologic category for which the thyroid surgeon
may find molecular profiling results useful, particularly for cases with indeterminate fine-needle aspiration cytology.
Distinct strengths of each ancillary test are highlighted to convey the current status of this evolving field, which has
already demonstrated the potential to streamline decision making and reduce unnecessary surgery, with the accompanying benefits. However, the performance of any diagnostic test, that is, its positive predictive value and
negative predictive value, are exquisitely influenced by the prevalence of cancer in that cytologic category, which is
known to vary widely at different medical centers. Thus, it is crucial for the clinician to know the prevalence of
malignancy within each indeterminate cytologic category, at one’s own institution. Without this information, the
performance of the diagnostic tests discussed below may vary substantially.

INTRODUCTION

S

tandardized interpretation of fine-needle aspiration
(FNA) cytology for thyroid nodules has improved since
the advent of a tiered Bethesda classification scheme in 2007
(1–6). While concordance among cytopathologists is high
(90%) for benign and malignant cytologic diagnoses, there is
significant intra and inter-observer variability for any type of

indeterminate cytologic diagnosis (75% and 64% concordance,
respectively) (7). Further, lower volume cytopathologists
appear more likely to categorize a nodule as indeterminate
rather than benign (7,8). At present, the Bethesda FNA cytology categories have been widely adopted at high-volume
thyroid surgical centers. However, ambiguity still persists
regarding management of cases reported in the three indeterminate diagnostic categories of (a) atypia of uncertain
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significance/follicular lesion of undetermined significance
(AUS/FLUS), (b) follicular neoplasm/suspicious for follicular neoplasm (FN), and (c) suspicious for malignant cells
(SMC). Reported thyroid cancer risks for the indeterminate
categories range greatly from 6–48% for AUS/FLUS (Category III) to 14–34% for FN (Category IV) to 53–87% for
SMC (Category V) (9–12), with the greatest variability observed in the AUS/FLUS category (13–16). By contrast, the
current acceptable false-negative rates for benign cytology
(Category I) are <5% (9,17,18). The false-positive rate for
malignant cytology (Category VI) is <1% (18,19). Use of the
Bethesda criteria and categories is recommended to utilize
the molecular testing described here.
MOLECULAR PROFILING PERFORMANCE VARIES BY
DIFFERENTIATED THYROID CANCER PREVALENCE
AND INSTITUTIONAL FNA ACCURACY

The techniques and methods for molecular testing of thyroid
nodules are described in detail elsewhere, and include testing
for point mutations or translocations in genomic DNA from
thyroid nodules (20) or gene expression profiling using RNA
(21). Likewise, the relevant clinical factors (history of prior
exposure to radiation, recurrent laryngeal nerve paralysis,
etc.), which are important to guide decisions to perform FNA
biopsy or to propose thyroid surgery otherwise, should be taken into account, but are beyond the scope of this review and
are detailed elsewhere (Haugen et al. 2015 American Thyroid
Association Management Guidelines for Patients with Thyroid
Nodules and Differentiated Thyroid Cancer; in review). Molecular assays do not currently have a demonstrated role in
scenarios for which FNA biopsy is not indicated.
Utilizing molecular profiling tests requires a brief understanding of the performance statistics commonly reported in
large studies. In the context of this review, sensitivity is the
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probability the test will classify a malignant lesion as ‘‘malignant.’’ Likewise, specificity is the likelihood that a molecular test will correctly classify a benign FNA specimen as
‘‘benign.’’ Sensitivity and specificity move in opposite directions, meaning that as the sensitivity increases, the specificity usually decreases and vice versa. Positive predictive
value (PPV) is the percentage of patients with a positive test
result who actually have the disease. PPV indicates how
many positive test results are true positives. Conversely,
negative predictive value (NPV) is the percentage of patients
with a negative test who actually do not have the disease.
NPV tells us how many negative tests are true negatives. The
higher these numbers are, the better the performance in
predicting malignancy (PPV) or excluding malignancy
(NPV).
The wider the differences in prevalence of malignancy in a
given Bethesda cytologic category (which varies from one
institution to another based on cytologic expertise and other
factors), the more variable PPV and NPV will be when using
a particular test. The performance of a molecular profiling
test can be quite different from that reported, and therefore
one must know the local prevalence of malignancy in each
cytologic category before interpreting how useful a particular
molecular test will be; that is, although PPV and NPV are the
most useful characteristics for clinical decision making, they
are not immutable. Further, variance of disease prevalence
from the values used in validation studies will necessarily and
perhaps even substantially improve or degrade the predicted
utility. Given the well-established and frequently dramatic
variations in cancer prevalence in thyroid cytology specimens, clinicians are urged to be aware of the prevalence of
disease by cytologic category in their tested patients and
carefully consider how local disease prevalence may change
PPV and NPV of molecular diagnostic tests when applied to
their unique clinical practice (Fig. 1).

FIG. 1. Effect of prevalence change
on test predictive value. Graphical
demonstration of how prevalence
strongly influences positive predictive
value (PPV; dashed line), that is, the
ability of a test to ‘‘rule in’’ a disease
correctly when it actually exists. A
similar graph is depicted for negative
predictive value (NPV; curved solid
line), which is strongly influenced by
prevalence in its ability to ‘‘rule out’’
a disease correctly. As one can
observe from the figure, if the
prevalence of malignancy in a thyroid
nodule is 40% (vertical line ‘‘C’’), the
PPV of a particular test may be 54%
and the NPV 85%, whereas if the
prevalence of cancer is lower (10%,
vertical line ‘‘A’’), then the PPV drops
to 17% while the NPV increases to
96%. The test (and its sensitivity,
which is its ability to detect cancer
when present) is conducted
identically, but the prevalence of
cancer makes the test perform very
differently at different institutions.
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PREOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS OF DIFFERENTIATED
THYROID CANCER DETERMINES MANAGEMENT

Preoperative diagnosis of differentiated thyroid cancer
(DTC) is important because it streamlines the extent of initial
thyroidectomy by avoiding performance of two-stage surgery
for indeterminate nodules (initial lobectomy followed by
completion thyroidectomy) when total thyroidectomy would
be recommended if the diagnosis of malignancy were known
preoperatively. Conversely, a benign cytologic diagnosis can
avoid diagnostic surgery for indeterminate nodules. It is generally well accepted that most thyroid cancers that are cytologically indeterminate cannot be diagnosed intraoperatively
by frozen section (12,22,23). Thus, accurate preoperative diagnosis of malignancy in cytologically indeterminate nodules
avoids the higher costs and patient burden associated with two
surgeries, and accurate preoperative benign diagnosis avoids
the costs, risks, and patient burden of surgery altogether.
PREOPERATIVE MOLECULAR PROFILING TESTS
FOR THYROID CARCINOMA

Molecular markers can enhance the diagnostic sensitivity
of FNA cytology in detecting malignancy (14,24,25). Genetic alterations occur in the MAP kinase (MAPK) and PI3K/
AKT pathways, including BRAFV600E and RAS point mutations, as well as translocations in the RET/PTC and PAX8/
PPARc genes (5). Together, BRAF and RAS mutations and
PAX8/PPARc and RET/PTC translocations account for the
majority (about 70%) of known genetic alterations in DTC,
and these mutations are often mutually exclusive, that is, a
single cancer does not contain multiple redundant oncogene
alterations (26). Both prognostic and genotype–phenotype
correlations have also been reported for several genetic DTC
markers (27–29), and specificity and PPV are even greater
when BRAF or RET/PTC are positive. A seven-gene molecular panel (7-gene MT) including BRAFV600E, three isoforms of RAS point mutations, and translocations in the
PAX8/PPARc and RET/PTC genes performed on residual
FNA needle hub fluid have been clinically validated to predict the presence of DTC with high specificity (86–94%)
and PPV (87–100%). The 7-gene MT test was performed on
>1500 indeterminate cytology specimens and correlated with
histologic results to generate a real-time algorithm for management of thyroid nodules (5,6,30).
More recently, a broad gene expression classifier (GEC)
was developed as a proprietary method for molecular analysis
of thyroid FNA specimens diagnosed as AUS/FLUS and FN,
with the intent of predicting benign pathology and thus
avoiding unnecessary thyroidectomy for asymptomatic
nodules. With an initially reported high negative predictive
value, GEC combines an assay signature of 167 genes with
commercial cytologic examination (21). The GEC and 7gene MT are described in detail below and are the two widely
available tests at the present time.
CLINICAL SCENARIOS IN WHICH MOLECULAR
ANALYSES ARE USEFUL SURGICALLY

There are several scenarios in which a molecular test may be
of little benefit: (a) a nodule that does not meet the criteria for
FNA, (b) cytology in a definitive Bethesda category (benign
[Bethesda II] or malignant [Bethesda VI]), and (c) high
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prevalence of malignancy at a given institution, for instance in
SMC (Bethesda V). With any diagnostic test, the clinician
should only send it if it will impact her/his management.
Based on results reported for the 7-gene FNA MT panel (30),
its observed value for surgical decision making in thyroid
nodular disease is to allow appropriate initial oncologic total
thyroidectomy rather than lobectomy with subsequent completion thyroidectomy when total thyroidectomy is clinically
indicated (6); oncologic thyroidectomy may also entail a
complete lobectomy for low-risk cancer (Haugen et al.; in review). In a hypothetical model, hospital-based MT also
achieves significant cost efficacy by distributed risk (31) but the
cost-effectiveness of using the commercial assay is unknown
for the commercially available MT product (ThyGenX).
Conversely, the GEC technique is intended to avoid diagnostic thyroidectomy altogether in nodules with indeterminate cytology assessed to have a low risk of malignancy
(21). The GEC is reported to attain hypothetical efficacy
based on initial accuracy and cost estimates (32), but the
actual cost-effectiveness is unknown.
FNA PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS FOR CLINICALLY
AVAILABLE MOLECULAR PROFILING TESTS

For preoperative use in the setting of indeterminate thyroid
cytology, two different clinical tests are available and in use
today (Table 1).
7-Gene MT Panel

A seven-gene panel of somatic point mutations and gene
rearrangements was described in 2007 (33) and was prospectively assessed with a reference standard of histologic
diagnosis; a similar panel has been independently validated
(34,35). Specifically, the 7-gene MT tests for a panel of
mutations (BRAF, N-/H-/K-RAS) and for translocations of
the RET/PTC and PAX8/PPARc genes. MT is a ‘‘rule in’’ test
for DTC (5). The components of the MT are readily available
CLIA-approved molecular pathology tests. The test was developed at the University of Pittsburgh, and is commercialized and offered to outside institutions through CBL Path,
Inc., and in this setting has been clinically validated. The
panel was also commercially marketed by Quest Diagnostics,
but the results from this proprietary assay have not been
validated to date. As a perioperative adjunct in surgical
decision-making, the 7-gene MT panel has recently been
demonstrated to add to the specificity of indeterminate FNA
cytology (24) and successfully refine the initial operative
management of thyroid nodules and thyroid cancer (6).
Seven-gene MT performance was examined in a large
prospective single-center study (24). As detailed in Table 1,
for the AUS/FLUS cytologic category, mutation identification had a PPV of 88% for histologic cancers, and the falsepositive rate was 12% (24). The malignancy rate for the
mutation-negative FLUS group was 6%, providing a NPV of
94% (overall accuracy for FLUS lesions was 94% with 62%
sensitivity and 99% specificity). For the FN cytologic category, molecular alterations were detected by MT in 87% of
resected thyroid carcinomas with a false-positive rate of 13%,
while mutation-negative FN results carried a 14% cancer risk
with 86% NPV (overall accuracy for 7-gene MT with FN
cytology was 86%, with 57% sensitivity and 97% specificity). For the SMC category, 95% of MT-positive nodules were
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Table 1. Estimated Likelihood of Malignancy in a Thyroid Nodule with Indeterminate
Cytology and Recommended Management
Bethesda
cytologic
category
III (AUS/FLUS)

Ancillary testing
None
GECb (reported
prevalence 24%)
7-gene MTc (reported
prevalence 14%)

IV (FN/FL)

Estimateda risk
of malignancy;
range (median)
6–48% (14%)
Suspicious
Benign
Positive
Negative

None
GECb (reported
prevalence 25%)
7-gene MTc (reported
prevalence 27%)
ThyroSeq2.0 paneld
(reported
prevalence 27%)

14–34% (25%)
Suspicious
Benign
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative

V (SMC)

None
GECb (reported
prevalence 62%)
7-gene MTc (reported
prevalence 54%)

38%
5%
88%
6%

Suspicious
Benign
Positive
Negative

37%
6%
87%
14%
87%
5%
53–87% (70%)
76%
15%
95%
28%

Recommendation
Repeat FNA, ancillary testing,
or diagnostic lobectomy
Diagnostic lobectomy
Active surveillance
Oncologic thyroidectomy
Active surveillance
or diagnostic lobectomy
Ancillary testing or diagnostic
lobectomy
Diagnostic lobectomy
Active surveillance
Oncologic thyroidectomy
Diagnostic lobectomy
Oncologic thyroidectomy
Observation
Ancillary testing or oncologic
thyroidectomy
Oncologic thyroidectomy
Diagnostic lobectomy
Oncologic thyroidectomy
Diagnostic lobectomy

a

Estimated risk based upon reported studies that used Bethesda classification. Estimates are highly dependent on the prevalence of disease
in a given population. Thus, if the prevalence of malignancy in a category of indeterminate cytology is higher than disease prevalence
reported in the referenced studies above, then the estimated likelihood of malignancy would be higher. Sonographic and clinical factors
may also significantly affect these estimates in individual patients.
b
GEC, gene expression classifier, data as reported by Alexander et al. (21).
c
7-gene MT, seven-gene mutational panel, data as reported by Nikiforov et al. (30).
d
ThyroSeq2.0 panel, data as reported by Nikiforov et al. (36).

carcinomas with a false-positive rate of 5% (overall, 28% of
mutation-negative SMC samples were malignant histologically, providing a NPV of 72% with 96% specificity, 68%
sensitivity, and accuracy of 81%). In summary, for thyroid
lesions with indeterminate cytology, the detection of any
mutation translated into a malignancy risk for AUS/FLUS,
FN, and SMC of 88%, 87%, and 95% respectively, compared
to 6%, 14%, and 28% in mutation-negative lesions (24).
Based on these results, 7-gene MT positive results on FNA
allow direct performance of initial therapeutic oncologic
thyroidectomy for all three cytologically indeterminate Bethesda categories (6,30). Mutation negative results in AUS/
FLUS lesions currently prompt diagnostic thyroidectomy
when the observed prevalence of malignancy in this Bethesda
category is higher than the 14% reported in the study, or when
clinical and/or sonographic suspicion is intermediate or high.
However, if the risk of malignancy after cytologic classification and 7-gene MT analysis yields a cancer risk of <6%,
observation is also considered reasonable (30). Conversely,
active surveillance or repeat FNA may be considered for
patients with clinically and/or sonographically low-risk
nodules especially when the local prevalence of malignancy
in this Bethesda category is less than or equal to the 14%
prevalence reported (24). A recent commercially sponsored
blinded study of the 7-gene MT in 53 patients with indeterminate cytology verified the 7-gene MT as a ‘‘rule in’’ test
with a specificity of 89% and PPV of 100% for a BRAF

mutation or RET/PTC rearrangement, 70% for RAS mutations or PAX8-PPARc rearrangements, and 88% overall (35).
The study also observed that because of the very high cancer
prevalence of 50% in the AUS/FLUS category, the NPV of
the 7-gene MT was 44%, re-emphasizing that its use to exclude malignancy in cytologic categories with high cancer
prevalence is not routinely recommended.
Mutation negative nodules that are cytologically indeterminate for FN currently require diagnostic lobectomy with an
identical NPV of 86% in both large clinical validation studies
where the prevalence of malignancy in the FN category was
consistent (27% vs. 30%). Mutation-negative SMC cytologic
results are much less likely to require oncologic thyroidectomy, since the risk of malignancy is reduced by approximately half to 28% when the prevalence of malignancy is
54% (30). Thus, an initial diagnostic lobectomy is generally
reasonable. When the prevalence of malignancy is 67%, the
risk of malignancy is approximately 56% with a mutation
negative SMC nodule and patient preference regarding extent
of initial surgery should be considered.
Next-Generation Sequencing Panel

Recently a comprehensive 60-gene, next-generation sequencing (NGS)-based assay was developed and implemented at the University of Pittsburgh that tests for 91% of
known thyroid cancer mutations (36), increasing both
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sensitivity and specificity in a cohort of 143 consecutive FN/
SFN cases with a cancer prevalence of 27%, and achieving a
high PPV (83%), while improving the NPV significantly to
96%. Results with this panel suggest that a single test may
sufficiently merge capabilities of high PPV/NPV to both
‘‘rule in’’ and ‘‘rule out’’ proficiency in a low-cost, routine,
CLIA-approved test. This new test is commercially available
(Thyroseq 2.0, CBL Pathology, Rye Brook, NY) and requires
prospective validation in different centers, particularly those
with varying prevalence of disease in the FN/SFN and AUS/
LUS categories.
GEC

In 2010, Chudova et al. analyzed the amplified transcriptional profile from mRNA of FNA biopsy specimens from
nodules in patients undergoing thyroidectomy, and developed a gene expression test intended to predict lesions with
low risk for malignancy (37). Further mathematical analysis
led to the development of a 142 gene cDNA Affymetrix
cassette (Afirma) GEC (21), which appeared capable of
separating ‘‘benign’’ from ‘‘suspicious’’ FNA specimens in a
small independent cohort of prospectively collected samples.
Initial statistical analysis with a ‘‘benign’’ GEC result yielded
a high NPV of 96% (37). The proprietary GEC signature was
prospectively tested in a commercially sponsored trial (21)
with initially promising results for cytologically indeterminate nodules that were classified as AUS/FLUS (NPV 95%)
and FN (NPV 94%), but results were less promising for SMC
(NPV 85%) due to the higher prevalence of malignancy in
this category (62%; Table 1). The thyroid GEC has been
subsequently reported to exhibit a lower NPV in the setting of
higher prevalence of malignancy (33%), with 2/20 GEC benign results representing undetected malignancy (NPV 90%)
and an overall sensitivity of 94% and specificity of 24%,
though not all patients underwent surgery (38). A small
nonblinded study reported an estimated NPV of 94% for
GEC, but again not all patients with benign results underwent
surgical excision. Another study in 121 nodules with indeterminate cytology, ‘‘suspicious’’ (i.e., positive) GEC results,
and surgical histology yielded a malignancy rate that varied
by institution from 29% to 47%, and also reported that among
71 GEC benign nodules, there was a false-negative rate of
1.4% in very short-term follow-up (mean 8.5 months) (21).
The GEC was designed as a ‘‘rule out’’ test for DTC in the
AUS/FLUS and FN/SFN cytologic categories. Based on the
published results, GEC is not reflexively offered for the SMC
cytology category, but can be specifically requested. If performed, a patient with a benign GEC result in the setting of a
cytologically indeterminate nodule classified as SMC is still
recommended to undergo diagnostic lobectomy; a suspicious
GEC result in the SMC category adds little additional information over cytology alone with a PPV of 76%. The
current GEC application is to enhance the accuracy of the
cytologically indeterminate categories of AUS/FLUS and
FN. A benign GEC result may be used to recommend observation and avoid a diagnostic lobectomy, especially in the
absence of clinical or sonographic suspicion of malignancy.
In the presence of clinical or sonographic suspicion for malignancy, and/or when the local prevalence of malignancy
exceeds the 25% reported, diagnostic lobectomy is still
warranted (13,28,39). However, a recent report estimated that
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standard application of the GEC for all indeterminate thyroid
nodules would result in only a 7.2% decrease in thyroidectomy volume (40).
As mentioned above, in a prospective multicenter doubleblinded study, the parameters of proprietary GEC use were
analyzed (21). With a reference standard of histologic diagnosis, as detailed in Table 1, the GEC effectively ruled out DTC
in half of thyroid nodules with AUS/FLUS or FN cytology.
However, missed malignancies included papillary thyroid
carcinoma (PTC) and oncocytic Hürthle cell cancer. In this
study, there was a trend for false-negative results to correlate
with inadequate follicular epithelium and smaller nodules,
perhaps suggesting that sampling error was a driver of falsenegative results, and subsequently, the GEC result is reported
as insufficient if thyroid follicular epithelial mRNA is not detected (21). For a set of 265 AUS/FLUS, FN, and SMC cytologically indeterminate nodules with surgical histology, the
GEC had an overall sensitivity of 92% and specificity of 52%
with an NPV of 95%, 94%, and 85% by Bethesda category
respectively and a PPV of 38%, 37%, and 76%, respectively.
SPECIFIC SCENARIOS FOR SURGICAL
APPLICATION OF MOLECULAR PROFILING RESULTS
7 Gene MP

1. Atypia of undetermined significance/follicular lesion
of undetermined significance (AUS/FLUS) (Table 1):
 7-gene MT-positive AUS/FLUS cytology should be
managed by initial oncologic thyroidectomy, usually a single-stage total thyroidectomy due to the very
high likelihood of malignancy (especially when positive for BRAF, RET/PTC, and PAX8-PPARc mutations) (29). Oncologic thyroidectomy may also entail a
complete lobectomy for low-risk cancer (Haugen
et al.; in review). Clinical and demographic information also play a role in implementation of MT results.
 7-gene MT-negative AUS/FLUS cytology should
be managed by observation or diagnostic thyroidectomy. Diagnostic surgery is appropriate with
a higher institutional cancer prevalence for AUS/
FLUS lesions, or when there is clinical or sonographic suspicion for malignancy. The extent of
surgery should at least be a complete lobectomy.
When the local prevalence of DTC is low for AUS/
FLUS lesions (e.g., prevalence of 14% yielding an
MT-7 negative malignancy rate of 5.9%), or in
carefully selected patients with clinically and sonographically benign or very low-risk nodules, active
observation and/or repeat FNA are appropriate alternatives to diagnostic lobectomy.
2. Follicular or oncocytic neoplasm/suspicious for FN
 7-gene MT-positive FN cytology should be managed by initial oncologic thyroidectomy, usually a
single-stage total thyroidectomy due to the very high
likelihood of malignancy. Oncologic thyroidectomy
may also entail a complete lobectomy for low-risk
cancer (Haugen et al.; in review).
 7-gene MT-negative FN cytology should be managed by at least a diagnostic thyroid lobectomy.
The extent of initial surgery depends upon other
clinical conditions present, and may entail a total
thyroidectomy.
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3. SMC
 7-gene MT-positive SMC cytology should be
managed by initial oncologic thyroidectomy,
usually an initial total thyroidectomy due to the very
high likelihood of malignancy. Oncologic thyroidectomy may also entail a complete lobectomy for
low-risk cancer (Haugen et al.; in review).
 7-gene MT-negative SMC nodules should be
managed by at least a diagnostic lobectomy. The
initial extent of surgery depends upon other clinical
conditions present, and may entail a total thyroidectomy.
4. Benign or nondiagnostic cytology
The 7-gene MT panel has reported utility in selected
cases of cytologically benign nodules with worrisome
ultrasound (US) characteristics and/or high clinical
suspicion (25). Repeat US-guided FNA would be a
reasonable alternative to molecular testing.


7-gene MT-positive cytologically benign thyroid
nodules should be managed by initial oncologic
thyroidectomy due to the very high likelihood of
malignancy (6).
 7-gene MT-negative cytologically benign nodules
should be managed nonoperatively, unless other
clinical reasons for surgery are present.
GEC

Based on the available data, GEC analysis has been shown
to be potentially of value in avoiding diagnostic surgery in
cytologically indeterminate thyroid nodules that are AUS/
FLUS or FN and GEC benign. When cytologically AUS/
FLUS or FN nodules are reported as ‘‘suspicious’’ using the
GEC, the final decision about the extent of initial thyroidectomy should be based on a thorough discussion with the
stakeholders involved (patient, endocrinologist, surgeon) and
accounting for all the clinical characteristics specific to that
patient. The role of the GEC in cytologically indeterminate
nodules that are SFM is less clear, and the test is not reflexively performed. Two recent reports with small sample sizes
have independently evaluated GEC use in single-center
studies, and the results emphasize the importance of cancer
prevalence in interpretation of NPV and PPV (38,41). Harrell
et al. evaluated 35 patients with indeterminate cytology,
histology, and GEC results, and had an observed cancer rate
of 51%. Although the overall calculated sensitivity was 94%
and was similar to the rate previously published, the high
malignancy rate in their series resulted in a lower estimated
NPV of 90% (38). In a study by McIver et al., local cytology
and pathology expertise was utilized and in 36 FNAB specimens that were characterized by indeterminate cytology,
GEC, and histology, an actual diagnosis of cancer was found
in only 17% of these cases. Overall, the estimated sensitivity
and specificity were 83% and 10%, respectively. Because of
the lower pretest probability of malignancy and diminished
sensitivities and specificities, decreases in estimated NPV
(94%) and PPV (16%) were also observed (41).
1. AUS/FLUS:
 GEC-suspicious AUS/FLUS cytology should be
managed by at least a diagnostic thyroid lobectomy. The initial extent of surgery depends upon
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other clinical conditions present, and may entail a
total thyroidectomy.
 GEC-benign AUS/FLUS cytology results may be
managed with active surveillance. However, diagnostic thyroid lobectomy is appropriate if otherwise clinically indicated or when institutional
prevalence of malignancy in AUS/FLUS cytology
is considered significant. Future clinical studies are
needed to determine this threshold.
2. FN
 GEC-suspicious, FN cytology should be managed
by at least a diagnostic lobectomy. The initial extent of surgery depends upon other clinical conditions present, and may entail a total thyroidectomy.
 GEC-benign FN cytology results may be managed
with active surveillance. Diagnostic thyroid lobectomy can be offered if otherwise clinically
indicated or when the institutional prevalence of
malignancy in the FN cytology is significant.
3. SMC
 The GEC is not reflexively performed nor routinely
recommended for the SMC cytologic category, but
may be requested if clinically indicated.
CAUTIONS AND MODIFIERS TO THE USE
OF MOLECULAR PROFILING ADJUNCTS
IN SURGICAL DECISION MAKING

Institutional cytologic parameters and cancer prevalence
can significantly affect molecular profiling PPV and particularly NPV results. Bethesda FNA cytologic categories,
which provide a variable cancer risk estimate ranging from
6% to 87% for the three different indeterminate cytologic
diagnoses, are subject to variation in usage (28,30). Thus, the
use of molecular profiling in cytologic indeterminate categories should be interpreted judiciously and with discretion
by the clinician, who must be aware of institutional cytopathologic performance results, as well as the individual
clinical and sonographic factors for each patient. Although
positive MT results currently support initial oncologic thyroidectomy, which today is often total based on high cancer
risk, this may not always prove to be true. As knowledge
develops about genotype–phenotype correlations, genespecific MT surgical recommendations will likely be further
refined. For example, the BRAFV600E mutation is 99.5%
specific for PTC (24,30), and for a lesion >1 cm in size, an
initial total thyroidectomy may be appropriate. However, the
BRAFK601E mutation has an approximate 80% risk of associating with low-grade encapsulated follicular variant of PTC
and a 20% chance of being associated with a benign follicular
adenoma. In this situation, a simple lobectomy and isthmusthectomy may be sufficient. Likewise, although the
NRAS and HRAS alterations at codon 61 have an 85–87%
likelihood of malignancy, many (but not all) represent
low-grade follicular variant PTC histologically for which
appropriately conservative surgical management may be
reasonable, although RAS-positive lesions do have a high
bilaterality rate (48%) and can also represent aggressive
cancer types (1).
Both 7-gene MT and GEC have been proposed to be useful
in ‘‘low-risk’’ nodules where other clinical features do not
support performing surgery and in thyroid disease that would
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potentially be managed by lobectomy or total thyroidectomy,
as detailed above. It is appealing to consider that when the 7gene MT panel is expanded to include alterations found in the
remaining 30% of thyroid cancers that it does not presently
encompass, it should have even greater sensitivity and NPV,
thus determining both correct initial oncologic surgical
management when positive, as well as potentially avoiding
surgery altogether for asymptomatic benign nodules (42,43).
Similarly, improved GEC performance may one day permit
determination of initial extent of surgery, facilitate the
avoidance of active surveillance, or provide other clinical
benefits to patients.
Currently, nonoperative management of cytologically indeterminate nodules based upon benign GEC or negative MT
results requires active long-term surveillance until results
become validated by a range of investigators to ensure safety
of the nonoperative approach (44). As DTC is often a slow
growing malignancy, the presentation of a low-grade, missed
cancer may be delayed, especially for younger patients.
False-negative study results may be flawed, since not all
patients undergo surgery and/or the nonoperative follow-up
has so far been short.
Although not yet validated or currently available commercially, further investigational approaches have been investigated for evaluating thyroid nodules (45), including
whole transcriptome profiling, thyrotropin receptor (TSHR)
analysis in the blood that is approaching clinical testing, and
immunohistochemical (IHC) detection of galectin (27,46),
and quantitative characterization of unique microRNAs associated with thyroid malignancy (47). As The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) results and other novel genetic information become available, next-generation clinical tests
will also improve the panel(s) available. For instance, results
with the 7-gene MT panel have already led to the implementation of Thyroseq 2.0 in which additional somatic
alterations in PTEN, AKT1, RET, TSHR, CTNNB1, GNAS,
RET, and TP53 are examined (3,20,25,48,49), which will
become even more comprehensive (hence increasing PPV
and NPV) as new genetic information about thyroid carcinoma emerges (50).
SUMMARY

Techniques for molecular profiling of thyroid cytology
specimens have evolved as adjuncts to guide the appropriate
management of cytologically indeterminate nodules. However, it must be stressed that the utility of any molecular test is
only applicable clinically when combined with clinical and
sonographic risk factors for malignancy and with understanding of the prevalence of malignancy for the Bethesda
cytologic categories at the reporting institution. For example,
a ‘‘rule out’’ test such as the GEC will perform better in a
setting of lower cancer frequency, as well as in a cytologic
category of low cancer frequency such as AUS/FLUS or FN,
than it will in a setting of higher cancer frequency such as
SMC or a site with a high prevalence of malignancy in a given
cytologic category. Conversely, a ‘‘rule in’’ test such as the 7gene MT will perform better in settings and categories of
higher cancer frequency, for example if a clinician is specifically selecting ‘‘high risk’’ cases thereby enriching the
prevalence of cancer in the examined population, or if the
local malignancy rate is high at baseline.
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Applying an anticipated PPV or NPV for either test
without this information will inevitably yield variability in
results from the published reports, and reduce the value and
application of molecular profiling tests to surgical decision
making for individual patients. Future studies on further refinements and expansion of gene sets in analytic panels, as for
example informed by comprehensive analyses such as the
NCI-funded TCGA (51), will likely improve the diagnostic
accuracy of molecular analyses of thyroid cytology specimens and offer promise for personalizing surgical therapy,
with the potential for cost and risk reduction in the diagnostic
and therapeutic approaches to treating DTC.
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